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Greetings Teak Place Estate Family & Friends,

We hope you are all well and enjoying our newsletters. If you missed any of the past editions, the

previous two newsletters are still available on our website www.teakplace.co.za. 

December is finally upon us and as we bid farewell to 2020, we are proud of all that we have

managed to accomplish over this unique year. As our teams head off to spend some quality time

with their families and take a much needed break, we look back and reminisce on some of our

stand-out achievements that we were able to accomplish despite the many set backs of 2020. 

Almost 3km of strip road has been constructed

and landscaped with the remaining internal

roads to be completed in 2021.
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The new dam's within the prestigious Lakes area were planted and the

landscaping is fully established now.

Who can forget the secluded bird hide that was

constructed during the hard lockdown.

Many of the Estate's picnic sites received some TLC and are

ready for residents to take advantage of these prime locations. 
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Despite the many COVID-related set-backs, construction commenced on the first three homes at Teak Place Estate. 2021

will hopefully see the start of many more. 

The Guest Rooms and existing Teak Buildings were all given a facelift and received a new lick of paint to bring some

colour and vibrance to the structures. .

The Teak Veggie Garden is now fully operational and

producing some amazing fresh produce. .

Our new restaurant,

Molitva, opened their

doors on Thursday, 17

December.
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Our new stylish and low-key entrance, along with a well thought out traffic management plan is currently underway and

will be completed and fully operational early in the new year. 

As mentioned above, we are very excited to announce that the on-site restaurant, Molitva, is

open for business and is showcasing a wide variety of foods on its menu. This menu is largely

centered around a range of mezze and tapas styled foods from various Mediterranean cuisines,

but also offers those that prefer something a little more substantial; homemade pasta's, an array

of salads, a selection of grills, a variety of appetizing burgers and even sushi.

We do suggest that you give them

a call to book before coming

through.

079 525 0611 or 079 335 8209

OPEN: 9AM- 9PM MONDAY -

SUNDAY

TEAK PLACE ESTATE (find us on

google maps)

WWW.MOLITVA.CO.ZA
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Perfectly positioned to celebrate the best of both worlds, Teak Place Estate offers residents easy

access to the vibrant city of North/West Johannesburg as well as the country calm of living within

The Cradle of Humankind. 

Overlooking popular hillsides within The Cradle, the glorious views down the valley and located

within a proclaimed World Heritage Site, with hillsides and farmlands forming a magnificent

backdrop, this is an area world-renowned for its iconic views and vistas.

The convenient location allows you to work, play and stay less than 40 minutes from the business

hub Sandton and only a stones throw away from all The Cradle has to offer. Enquire today!

We would like to wish you all a very happy and merry festive season. To those traveling, stay safe.

We look forward to what 2021 holds.

Tree planting for the year has come to and end with a few 100 tree's being planted throughout

the Estate. All tree's are indigenous and were grown from either seed or cuttings on the Estate at

the on-site nursery located on Jodev Farms. Meticulous care is taken when it comes to the

maintenance of the Estate's landscaping needs and each year more trees are planted in the hope

that in years to come, we can all enjoy the many benefits and beauty they provide.

BEST REGARDS
THE TEAK PLACE TEAM
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